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In the event that you have motor problems or need to repair or replace a
motor in the PHOENIX ORO SERIES ROASTERS here are some instructions
for repairs or replacement:
If you begin to get excessive Vibration while drum is turning or it
increases as you adjust drum speed you may need to:
1.

TIGHTEN BELT FOR DRUM MOTOR. This can be done by loosening the 4
bolts on outside of body just a turn or two then pushing down on
motor from inside motor room and tighten.

Bolts to loosen motor:

2. In some rare cases we have noted manufacturer
of drum motor on the 2.5 & 4 model have failed to
add enough grease to the gear head. In such a case
you can loosen the same bolts on side and remove
the motor and bracket together & remove the
motor shaft from brackets by removing the 4 long
screws that hold motor to bracket as seen in
illustration #2. Next separate shaft from motor
and add high temperature grease to shaft
(illus.#3)
ILLUS: # 2

Illus. # 3

3. If the above repairs do not fix issue you can replace Drum motor and or
drum speed control device. The drum speed control device has a snap on
direct electric connection with drum motor. Be careful to not damage
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connection when removing ( you may wish to replace drum speed control
first to see if that fixes the problem. (Illus # 4):
Illus. # 4

If replacing drum speed control does not correct
issue you can follow the same procedures above to
remove motor from roaster and remove from bracket
and then replace with a new motor. ( It may be best to
check shaft and lease as needed beefier reassembly
of motor to bracket)

RECAP ON REMOVING MOTOR FROM ROASTER:
(1) remove 4 bolts on bracket
(2) Remove the 4 screws to separate bracket from
motor
(3) if needed grease shaft (4) place all parts

